COMPLIMENTS REGISTER: JANUARY 2020 – APRIL 2020
Date

Client

Department involved

10 Jan

International Partnerships Catering and Conference
Office

We just wanted to thank you and your team for organising such a smooth event today.
The students were very pleased with the brunch and the lady who suffers with various
allergies said a special thank you for going out of your way to accommodate her.

10 Jan

Kent Business School

Just a courtesy message on behalf of senior colleagues here at KBS to say thank you for
the food, drink and catering arrangements at today's Summit. We can put a fantastic lineup of speakers and workshops but big events like this are often remembered for how easy
it was to park and what the food was like! I had several attendees come up to me to say
the food was excellent ... which indeed it was.

Catering

Comments

Thank you again and please pass on our thanks to your teams.
11 Jan

Kent Business School

Catering and Conference
Office

Can I please just say a huge THANK YOU for a fantastic job done! Everyone I have
spoken to so far loved the summit and was very impressed with the catering.
I will send round a survey but am sure the feedback will be glowing! Can you please thank
the entire team for their hard work, too?

16 Jan

Internationalisation
Forum

Catering and Conference
Office

Just a note to say thanks to you and your team for the organisation yesterday for our
Showcase event. It all went really well, we had around 90 attendees and it all went
without a glitch.
Thanks so much for coming over to put our minds at rest in the morning. It really helps!

31 Jan

Sustainable food and a
postgrad project,
Department of
Anthropology

Chef de Cuisine

Hi, I just wanted to extend a quick and heartfelt thanks for taking the time off your busy
schedule to meet with our students over the two days- I know for a fact it was greatly
appreciated by them, I got a lot of good feedback, and I know that some of them really
enjoyed talking about food with you. I think we have started a really important
conversation and I am really looking forward to see where this goes…not sure if any of
the module projects will focus on food, but as you know this is a big theme for our school
sustainability group so I know one way or another we will be in touch and hoping to do
things together.

19 Feb

Temple Insight
Canterbury

Catering and Conference
Office

I wanted to send my thanks for your help with our event. It ran smoothly and the space
was great. Please do also pass on my thanks to our event manager on the night
(apologies I forgot her name) who was brilliant and very helpful.
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27 Feb

School of History

Catering

Thanks for the delicious food, professionally served!

27 Feb

How to Dine, Careers &
Employability Service

Operations Manager,
Catering

Thank you for your help in running such a successful event, it couldn’t have taken place
without you!

4 Mar

Staff Member

Catering (Dolche Vita)

I thought it was time to compliment you again on the food and service at Dolche Vita. This
is a really pleasant place to have an enjoyable break during the day and to bring guests
for lunch. I’d like to thank Ahmed in particular for looking after me well (including finding
various things I’ve forgotten in there). Thank you very much for the quality and
imagination of the specials and the high level of catering

10 Mar

Centre for Professional
Practice

Catering (No 1)

Just wanted to say a huge thank you for making the event on Saturday a success. Yet
again, the service, food and Bistro No1 was exceptional and well organised. I received a
lot of positive feedback from the delegates :)
Thank you very much for your commitment and professionalism.
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